Birthplace Pins and Patches Order Form

Please bring this completed form with you on the day of your visit. Prices do not include sales tax and are subject to change.

Date of Visit ____________________ Troop Leader’s Name ____________________________

Are you joining the Circle of Friends? Thank you!
Please bring your completed Circle of Friends Membership and Patch order form on the day of your visit.

Official Birthplace Pin  
$4.50 each with this form

Quantity ______

This pin is earned by Girl Scout girls and adults when they tour the Birthplace. It is worn on the front of the uniform. The design features a daisy flower on a green background surrounded by a scroll with the words “Juliette Low Birthplace”.

Friendship Pin  
$4.50 each with this form

Quantity ______

This pin can be given as a “wish you were here” gift to any Girl Scout girl or adult who has not visited the Birthplace. It is worn on the front of the uniform for a year, then retired to the back. The black on brass design features the famous Girl Scout Gate on the front of the house.

Founder’s Portrait Patch  
$4 each

Features our 1919 portrait of Juliette “Daisy” Low in her GS uniform.

Quantity _____

Girl Scout Gate Patch  
$4 each

Features the gate design with the 1912 GS trefoil in red, white, and blue.

Quantity _____

House Patch  
$4 each

Features the Birthplace circled by daisies on a sky-blue background.

Quantity _____

Trefoil Patch  
$4 each

Features the 1912 GS trefoil in green and tan.

Quantity _____

Are you joining the Circle of Friends? Thank you! Please bring your completed Circle of Friends Membership and Patch order form on the day of your visit.